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Introduction

I focused my attention not so much on the so-called law of supply and demand

(that term "law� is, indeed, inappropriate), as actually to those cases in which

supply is di�erentiated according to its quality, evaluating how demand changes.

The main purpose is clearly to add an element of reality on the basic work

interactingBuyersAndSellers.nlogo realized by prof. Terna, available here

http://terna.to.it/econophysics17/NetLogo_examples/.

That NetLogo model simulates a competition market composed by two kind

of agents, Buyers and Sellers: buyer's goal is to sell all the quantity he produced

with the maximum revenue; seller's goal is to buy the quantity he desired at the

minimum price. That is possible for both if they reach the equilibrium price, the

encounter point of the supply and demand curves. In fact, demand always de-

creases with price, while supply always increases with price. So, not surprisingly,

at a certain time they will intersect and indeed we found the aforementioned

equilibrium price.

In the simulation which I refer to, we can have a look to the price and

check if it asymptotically reaches a stationary condition. Sellers produce all

the same good but in di�erent quantity, deciding individually a minimum o�er

below which they refuse to sell. Similarly, every single buyer decides his desired

quantity and �xes his reserve price.

By now, the resulting market is quite simple even if useful to catch the

essence of the expected idealistic behaviour. In order to get closer to a realistic

situation, I tried to add a new feature for the sellers: they continue to produce

the same good, but with di�erent quality. Then, it is asked to the buyers a capa-

bility to �nd a convenient quality and spread this info with their acquaintances.

Buyers are connected by a Watts-and-Strogatz network [4].

The social mechanism investigated here is a sort of word-of-mouth: once a

buyer decided to conclude his transaction, his �friends� (namely, his network

neighbours) are invited to do the same. In other words, buyers in�uence each

other establishing a trend.

But this is not the only possible behaviour. Actually, there are some fallible

buyers, unable to �see� sellers quality, who buy indiscriminately from every-
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one. That is another truth element, essential to build a more realistic portrait.

Besides, in real life it happens, not always we know dealer's quality a priori.

Moreover, often it is very di�cult to de�ne the concept of quality itself. This

problem will be commented more profusely in the conclusions.

What I can anticipate is the distinction between objective quality and per-

ceived quality. The �rst is referred to measurable features of products. The

second points out the consumer feelings and how they a�ect purchases. In the

model presented here, there is an objective quality preassigned by the code but

it is up to the agents to guess it, in a certain way. So, even in the model, it is

the perceived quality the one that really counts.
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Chapter 1

Code

I am going to describe the code in detail.

First of all, it is useful to clarify that NetLogo enables the user to interact

directly with the program by the Interface, which can be personalized with

buttons, sliders, switches, monitors and plots by the programmer. So all users

can let a NetLogo program run, without knowing or understanding the code

behind it.

In this case, the interface looks like shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Initial condition of the simulation interface.

This particular interface realized for demand and o�er simulation is rich of

elements:

• Ten sliders, which regulate
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� the number of agents (HowManyBuyers, HowManySellers);

� how many buying attempt for cycle for every buyer (buyerTrials);

� the goods quantity wanted by any agentset (sellerDesiredStock,

buyerDesiredStock);

� closeness to seller or buyer reservation price for deciding a not random

price settlement (closenessTo);

� the correction value for price (deltaPrice);

� the seed for random choice of quality for sellers (r-seed);

� a threshold for fallible agents (thold);

� number of neighbours necessary for network generation.

• Two choosers, one to establish the rule for price formation and the other

for price correction, nearer buyers or sellers or both (or none) interests.

• Two plots, the �rst representing the law of supply and demand, the second

reproducing the mean price evolution with its standard deviation and the

transactions number normalized.

• Three buttons, to set up and start the simulation, also to save the entire

interface in .png format.

• Three monitors for checking the mean price evolving with its standard

deviation, together with the number of transactions occurred.

• One switch for �xing the quality value, through the seed, for several sim-

ulations (if necessary, it is optional).

• last but not the least, the world, a black screen where agents live and act;

they are visible with their multiple shapes and colors, so simulation can

be supplied by helpful visual e�ects.

As mentioned above, agents may have di�erent shapes; the ones chosen in

this model are the following:

• �person� for buyers;

• �truck� for sellers;

Initial condition, �xed by setup button, provides buyers in red and sellers

in green, like depicted in Figure 1.1. It also shows, in grey, the Watts-Strogatz

network connecting buyers.

The �rst insertion made in this model compared to the starting one, is just

the network appearance: it has a key role in representing social frameworks,
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particularly when social interactions are involved. Since one of the requests for

this model concerns a representation of an important human behaviour, that

is in simple terms �I will do what he did because I trust him�, the presence

of a network is essential. �Trust� is symbolized by a link presence between two

agents.

The other main part of a NetLogo model is, of course, its code. It allows

users not only to �play� with pre-existing simulations, but more to create their

own model. This latter is the case, because all the code is original by Pietro

Terna, again available here http://terna.to.it/econophysics17/NetLogo_

examples/, with some little modi�cations made by myself.

NetLogo language is really intuitive so it will not be tough to follow the news

introduced in this model.

At �rst, it is appropriate to go into the network realization. NetLogo exten-

sion Nw made it a lot easier: in fact only a command was su�cient to generate

the network.

Watt-Strogatz model has been chosen for di�erent reasons. Firstly, it is the

simplest realization of a little real social network, because catches two of its most

characterizing features: small-world e�ect and high clustering coe�cient. The

former indicates the evidence that in social networks there are no far nodes,

almost every node is connected with any other one through few steps in the

network (one need only think of famous expression six degrees of separation).

The latter is a quantitative measure of �strong subgroups� of nodes in networks,

a formalization of the evidence that, in social networks, two �friends� in common

for the same node have high probability of knowing each other, as well.

Secondly, its generative algorithm, visible in Figure 1.2, requires few infor-

mations, such as turtles breed, number of nodes and neighbourhood size, as well

as a rewire probability. More in detail, turtles is NetLogo name for agents, they

can have new breeds which are particular agentsets realized by the user (they

are buyers and sellers in the code in exam); number of nodes is a number

accessible from the interface in this model, since corresponds to the number of

buyers; neighbourhood size is also modi�able by a slider and represent number

of links per node in the initial algorithm con�guration. This last one follows a

precise scheme: all nodes are linked in a lattice at �rst, that is, they have all the

same number of connections only with their nearest neighbours; then, with a

certain rewire probability (�xed at 0.2 in this speci�c case), a link will separate

two neighbours for being reconnected to another node, randomly chosen. Undi-

rected link breed, named unlinks has been used here to symbolize symmetric

connections.

In this way, the resulting network is able to represent pretty good a small

social community, which is enough for purposes of this work.
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Figure 1.2: Realization of Watts-Strogatz network with Nw extension, in setup procedure.

Once the buyers network has been created, some buyer is called to recog-

nize quality sellers and negotiate with them, in order to pave the way for his

neighbours who will follow him next. Quality is symbolized simply by a speci�c

variable for sellers breed, a �oat number randomly extracted in [0, 1]. There is

the possibility, as already mentioned, to �x these values for several simulations

through switch fix-seed which activate a command for setting the seed, se-

lectable from r-seed slider, of the pseudo-random number generator. This is

done in setup procedure once again, when sellers agentset is formed, as showed

in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Quality assignment for sellers.

To make buyers able to guess a quality seller, the pre-existing procedure

negotiate has been modi�ed (Figure 1.4). When go button is pushed, with a

certain probability set by threshold thold in the interface, a buyer can inter-

act only with a seller who has good quality, otherwise the selected buyer will

operate �blindly� starting transactions with random sellers. In the �rst case, if

buyer succeeds, also buyers connected with him will start buying. In the second

case, all buyers are independent. Moreover, they are distinguished by colors in

NetLogo view, in the former yellow, in the latter blue.
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Figure 1.4: Modi�cations to negotiate procedure: agents buy paying attention to quality.

Actual transaction for �quality buyers� is executed in a procedure called buy,

reported below in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: buy procedure in depth.

Notice that there is boolean variable, bought, which plays a key role: it

allows to distinguish agents who have already done their job, directly or thanks

to their active connections, from those who have not been involved yet in any

operation; this avoids repetitions in further cycles, namely prevents agents to

buy again if they were invited to do it through the network in the previous step.

As a matter of fact, command ask in Figure 1.4 calls a random chosen buyer

to act and, eventually, all his neighbours too; then, it will be another random

agent's turn and so on. All this in the same run, therefore it might happen that

an agent operates again unless a distinction criterion appears: that is exactly
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what bought needs for, because it is set True from buy procedure and ask works

only for buyers with bought = False.

A threshold like this might block the running, that is why I inserted a reset

condition for the boolean variable, which occurs when at least 90% of buyers

have already negotiated (Figure 1.6). Similarly, a boolean variable wrong was

realized also for �fallible buyers� and a correspondent threshold inserted con-

sequently, but only for scrupulosity and symmetry reasons rather than due to

evident misleading commands in code.

Figure 1.6: Necessary conditions to keep simulation running.

What about trading procedure for �fallible buyers�? It is analogous to the

inspiring model, with the news of being inserted in an ifelse block dictated by

thold probability, of course in negotiate procedure (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7: Command block for �distracted� buyers.

Other minor di�erences from original model are the activation of

correctBuyerReservationPrice procedure, used for readability of the code

(Figure 1.8), as well as the dynamic distinction of sellers involved by �quality

buyers�, highlighted in brown in the world during simulation, versus dealers

chosen by �fallible agents�, depicted in white. This last change is remarked in
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respective code parts in Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.7, in correspondence of ask

command referring to the speci�c seller selected by previous assignment.

Figure 1.8: Reservation price correction for buyers.

Commented suggestions in ask command, indicated by ; , need to be taken

into account only when procedure move is active. It would go beyond the purpose

of this work, so it will not be discussed any longer, apart from the following hint:

there is the possibility to localize interactions between buyers and sellers, adding

a moving capability and further conditions to the agentsets.
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Chapter 2

Results

Figure 2.1: Network comparison at the initial condition, on the left, to the reached equilib-

rium price.

Agent-based simulations are suitable for biological and social systems since

they allow to observe emerging phenomena, i.e. patterns not predictable from

single individuals goals and actions. In other words, when a distinction between

single and community subsists, the whole is not simply the sum of the parts.

How independent agents interact become crucial and, in order to understand

this behaviours, only models can really make the di�erence.

This model is no exception: in fact, equilibrium price is a manifestation of

self-organization. Without adding any further conditions on maximum price,

except the ones already present in starting program and expressed in reserva-

tion prices corrections both for buyers and sellers, a mean value for price is

noticeable in Figure 2.2 and in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Interface look during simulation progress.

Figure 2.3: A di�erent event reported without plotting normalized transactions number, to

better appreciate mean price trend.

It is not a stationary situation: at �rst price increases resolute and quick,

reaches a peak and then decreases until a plateau is formed; �uctuations are not

missing, as indicated by an high standard deviation (same order of magnitude

of mean price) and also by an evident oscillating normalized number of trans-

actions. The plateau itself su�ers variations, several minor peaks appear over
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time. It is possible to conclude that the equilibrium price is an unstable state

for this system. But it is not surprising, since it tends to deviate from ideal

behaviour in support of a more realistic framework.

Varying threshold at the limits, an interesting phenomenon emerges.

1. if thold = 0 there are no more �quality buyers�: resulting behaviour is the

same shown in Terna's work, the ideal trend with a more stable equilibrium

price, as expected (Figure 2.4);

2. if thold = 1 all agents look for quality: problem is that equilibrium will

never appear (Figure 2.5).

The latter underlines the importance of �fallible buyers�: for a self-consistent

social system, it is necessary to accept possibility of being wrong. It is reason-

able indeed, as a context in which all consumers know early a seller quality,

without trying, would be unthinkable. In addition, this model does not provide

for quality to update, so there may be sellers without clients forever, not able

to fail neither to improve their selves. Moreover, quality sellers may be autho-

rized to increase price inde�nitely because there are no external thresholds to

stop buyers. This is clearly an extreme and unrealistic situation, but useful to

understand the great value of the �mixed� situation: with a rational hypothesis,

namely the most �human� characteristic of making mistakes, the model does not

need anything else to generate a self-organized market. In one move, a plausible

world is obtained.

This result leaves space for other clari�cations. As already mentioned, qual-

ity represents a static variable for sellers, since it is �xed in setup procedure at

the beginning and never able to change during time. It could simulate a com-

munity market in a short term. So, possible improvements to the model could

point in this direction, introducing an upgradeable quality so that communities

in long term can be evaluated.

Secondly, nothing has been said about what �quality� means: this is a re-

ally discussed question, almost philosophical for all the hidden implications.

De�ning quality is not one of this model's goal; actually, agents are built as-

suming they have quality criteria and even a standard, �xed in the code at

0.55. Naturally, this is a simpli�cation that does not take into account individ-

ual perceptions of quality. However, �fallible agents� indirectly compensate this

missing, because from a psychological point of view they could embody di�erent

standards or, better, refuses standard. They have a higher tolerance for quality

products or they do not care at all, it does not matter: once again, they are

fundamental.

There is still an argument which deserves a deepening, that is network algo-

rithm choice. One of the intents of this work was training with Nw extension, it
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Figure 2.4: Portrait for thold = 0. Frame of reference.

Figure 2.5: Portrait for thold = 1. No equilibrium reached.
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does not claim to be accurate in reproducing a real social network. In fact, com-

plex network theory is a recent but already wide research �eld and this model

cannot be compared to the brilliant works emerged in the last few years. On the

contrary, to the comparison it is just a little grain sand. A more careful investi-

gation about real networks would put in place a crucial element. Watts-Strogatz

model is not enough to represent social networks, it lacks of a key �ingredient� in

real networks recipe: scale-free property. That means node degree distribution

follows a power law. In a nutshell, not every vertices in a network have the same

importance; some are much more �popular� than others, therefore they will have

a signi�cantly bigger number of links. This kind of di�erence may be so marked

that it could range many orders of magnitude: this behaviour is captured by

a power law. Intuitively is not di�cult to associate this characteristic to real

social networks, it will not take much to be convinced.

Small world in spring layout. Preferential attachment in tree layout.

Figure 2.6: Comparison between Watts-Strogatz and Albert-Barabási resulting networks.

In Watts-Strogatz model, all nodes have on average the same degree, i.e.

same number of connections. To overcome this obstacle, Barabási and Albert

[1] proposed an algorithm that originates a scale-free network, based on a mech-

anism, advanced by themselves, called preferential attachment. It could be

summarized in the expression �Rich get richer�, since it follows a similar logic:

when a new node is added to a network, it will have a higher probability of

creating a link with the most connected existing node (hub, in technical jargon).

This is enough to reach a scale-free con�guration.

However, perfect models do not exist. If on the one hand Albert-Barabási

model explains the appearance of a power law distribution, on the other hand

does not provide a network able to express some sort of aggregation. Simply,

no communities can be observed in Albert-Barabási networks.
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This is the reason why Watts-Strogatz generator was preferred in this sim-

ulation: a primary intention was to reproduce a �word-of-mouth� e�ect, so it

seems more appropriate requiring the capability of building many small com-

munities rather than a tree topology, more similar to a command structure than

to circles of friends.

Both Watts-Strogatz and Albert-Barabási are unavoidably incomplete, so a

possible improvement for this model could be the realization of a mix of their

two algorithms, in order to increasingly approach a real complex network.

One virtue of this study is certainly that it has made another, even if little,

step towards encounter between economics and complexity, showing once again

how transversal this branch is.
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